
8/4/2021 - Briarthorn - 7.4 Wrong Deck Selection - Game loss - During match 3 player 

queued his banned deck. 

7/5/2021 - Swidz - 7.5 Match Tardiness - Warning - Player checked in for their match on time 

but was not present at the start time of the match 4. Player returned within 10 minutes. 

8/5/2021 - Fr0zen - 7.5 Match Tardiness  - Warning - Player checked in for their match on 

time but was not present at the start time of the match 2. Player returned within 10 

minutes. 

15/5/2021 - xBlyzes - 7.5 Match Tardiness  - Match loss - Player checked in for their match 

on time but was not present at the start time of the match 2. Player appeared 28 minutes 

after the official match start time.  

15/5/2021 - xBlyzes - 7.11 Cheating - Lose all performance from Week 5 of Grandmasters: 

$1,500 USD and 2 GM points - Misinforming the player manager about internet issues, 

where in reality the player has overslept for his match. Internet issues were mentioned in 

hopes of still having a chance to play the match due to unforeseen circumstances.  

15/5/2021 - Viper - 7.7 Match and Game Disconnects - Game loss - During match 3 player 

disconnected for more than 5 minutes and reconnected before 10 minutes.  

16/5/2021 - Fled - 7.6 Failure to check in on time - Warning  - Player was late for a pre-match 

check in. 

 

 

 



20/5/2021 - Tyler - 7.5 Match Tardiness - Warning - Player checked in for their match on 

time but was not present at the start time of the match 2. Player returned within 10 

minutes. 

26/5/2021 - Impact - 7.2 Failure to Submit Deck List - $250 USD deducted from their prize 

total - Deck code from one deck was submitted after the communicated deadline, because 

player sent an incorrect deck list for one of the decks. The deck code was sent before all 

player decks were made public. 

4/6/2021 - Eddie - 7.6 Failure to check in on time - Warning - Player was late for a pre-match 

check in. 

 


